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Title: Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board v. Manila Water Company, Inc.: Validity of
Licensing Restrictions for Foreign Contractors

Facts:
The Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board (PCAB), petitioner in this case, is mandated
by Republic Act (R.A.) No. 4566 to regulate the licensing of contractors in the Philippines.
On  July  9,  2012,  Manila  Water  Company,  Inc.  (MWC),  respondent,  requested  PCAB
accreditation for its foreign contractors involved in constructing waterworks and sewerage
systems. PCAB responded on November 8, 2012, clarifying that under Section 3.1 of the
Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) of R.A. No. 4566, regular licenses are granted
only to construction firms with at least 60% Filipino equity participation.

MWC filed a Petition for Declaratory Relief before the Regional Trial Court (RTC) in Quezon
City, challenging the validity of Section 3.1, Rule 3 of the IRR, arguing that it creates
unconstitutional restrictions on foreign investments, exclusive to Congress. The RTC ruled
in MWC’s favor, declaring the provision void for being an unreasonable classification that
imposes burdens not found in the law or Constitution. PCAB’s motion for reconsideration
was denied, leading to PCAB’s petition before the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1.  Whether  Section  3.1,  Rule  3  of  the  IRR  contravenes  the  Constitution  by  creating
restrictions on foreign investments;
2.  Whether  Section  3.1  constitutes  unfair  competition  by  unduly  restricting  foreign
contractors from the construction industry;
3. Whether PCAB exceeded its regulatory authority in issuing Section 3.1, Rule 3 of the IRR.

Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme Court  found  the  petition  without  merit  and  upheld  the  RTC’s  decision,
declaring void specific provisions of Section 3.1, Rule 3, as well as correlated provisions
within the IRR.

The Court ruled that while PCAB has the authority to classify and regulate contractors
under  R.A.  No.  4566,  classifications  must  be  reasonable  and  should  not  create  new
restrictions absent from the law. The classification based on equity participation amounts to
an unreasonable addition not provided by the statute or the Constitution. Moreover, the
limitation  brought  by  the  licensing  scheme undermines  the  ability  of  foreign  firms  to
participate in the construction industry effectively, contrary to the policy of encouraging
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investment and development.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court established that administrative rules cannot expand, amend, or limit the
scope of  the law they intend to  implement.  Furthermore,  classifications  introduced by
regulatory agencies must be based on reasonable distinctions and align with the governing
statute. Additionally, imposing equity requirements on foreign investors should be a duty
vested  solely  in  Congress  and  not  within  the  discretion  of  administrative  agencies.
Construction contracting, governed by a licensing regime, is not a profession that can be
exclusively reserved for Filipino citizens under the Constitution.

Class Notes:
Key legal principles central to the case include:
– The authority of administrative agencies to issue rules and regulations, which should
remain within the bounds of the enabling law;
– The non-delegable power of Congress to create restrictions on foreign investments;
– The prohibition against administrative rules introducing unreasonable classifications or
restrictions not found in the statute or Constitution;
– The definition of the construction industry as a business rather than a profession exclusive
to Filipino citizens;
–  The  principle  of  economic  nationalism and  the  balance  between  protecting  Filipino
enterprises and allowing foreign investment and competition.

Historical Background:
The case signifies an important juncture in the Philippines’ regulatory regime over the
construction industry, showcasing the tension between nationalistic policies and the need to
foster a competitive, open economic environment consistent with global standards of free
trade and investment. It highlights the shift in governmental policy towards liberalizing
investment restrictions and encouraging increased participation of foreign entities in critical
sectors like construction for overall economic growth.


